
DAY OF FEAR    FIERCE EDITION 
BY BFH 

Consequences: 
 

1. Kill 
2. Strong curse level five. 
3. Jail 
4. Movelock duration 60 minutes. 
5. Strong Curse level ten   
6. Creature Disappear 10 creats  

 
Tools: 
 
 1 kill item: 1 use 
 1 movelock stones: 6 casts 
 1 odd rocks: 5 uses 
 
 Following numbers hold a revive other. [Using random.org] 
 
  7,10,8,2,6 
 

 
MASTER KEY: YOU ARE NOT ALONE 
 

PART 1 
 
The day has become dangerous. Darkness covered MagicDuel Realm. They said that someone stole the 
five gems that balanced all magic. 
 
All was perfect... suddenly all changed. 
Your job is to find the five gems before someone else do... 
Remember you are not alone and your mistakes will have consequences. 
You received tools. Use them on your favor. Many have the power of killing, yet few have the power of 
reviving. 
 
Use the following key to find the first gem. 
 
KEY: "We are Watching" 
 

PART 2 
Location: MDA STUDY ROOM 
Open with Key: “We are Watching” 
 
For every action there's a counterpart, a reaction. 
 
It was a great scientist who told that, Isaac Newton. 
What if I tell you that Magic holds the same principle? Would unlock the mystery? 
Contact your host and tell him which principle fits this mystery. 
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Failing this riddle will unleash consequence number 4  
 
Answer: Balance 
Fail Answer: Consequence Number 4: 60 mins movelock. 
 
Job: You and your partner have a tough decision to make.  
One of you must kill or not someone. Both options will allow you to continue further, but choosing the 
wrong one will unlock a consequence 
 
Options: 
 
Kill-> After killing someone. Allow them to proceed to the following part. 
Not Kill-> Jail one of them. And give them next key 
 
Key: Balance-Ruby 
 

PART 3 
 
Location: Deathmarrow 
Key: Balance-Ruby 
 
I’m the principle that is said to be stronger than knowledge. I’m the monster who never sleeps. Who 
doesn’t have me, lives within. I make you my shadow. With me you are Limitless. 
Contact your host and tell him which Principle am I. 
Failing this riddle will unlock consequence number 2 
 
Answer: Imagination 
Fail Answer: Cons #2- Strong Curse level five  
 
Job: One of your team members must win a battle against one of the other participants. You must show 
me a print screen of your battle records to prove you completed the job. You both have eight minutes to 
perform this task. 
 
If they perform it successfully continue. 
 
Else kill one. 
 
Key: Imagination-Sapphire 

Part IV 
 
Location: Ash Arc LR 
Key: Imagination-Sapphire 
 
I am the one the one that was, is, and will be. What was, is gone, what will be, we shall know, what is… 
you should live. 
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Contact your host and tell him which principle am I. 
If you fail consequence number 6 will be triggered. 
 
Answer: Time 
Fail: Creature Disappear and one more chance is given. Fail again Kill. 
 
Job: Answer the following riddle. When Yrthilian, King of Golemus, declared war to Loreroot. The morale 
of Loreroot decreased because? 
 
Fail: Kill One + Creature Disappear. Then they can get another chance. 
 
Answer: GG Alliance and MR Fraternity were so strong and famous that LR morale decreased. 
http://md-archives.com/articles/festival-of-war-and-remembrance.html?page=3 
 
Key: Time-Diamond 
 

Part V 
Location: Sage’s Crest GG 
Key: Time-Diamond 
 
Everything has a crack, from which I can get in. In me there’s darkness and in darkness there’s me. You 
decide whether or not to see me. Who am I? 
 
Contact your host and tell him which principle am I? 
 
If you fail this task both members will unleash consequence number four and five. 
 
Answer: Light 
Fail: Movelock 60 mins + Strong Curse level 10 
 
Job: Get three players (non participants) to support your journey. Make them send me a message. You 
have 15 minutes to do so. 
 
Fail: Kill both + Jail both 
Complete: Continue to the last principle. 
 
Key: Light-Zircon 
 

 
Part VI Light-Zircon 
 
Location: MB Wind Sanct 
Key: Light-Zircon 
 
In me there’s chaos. Chaos is me. In me there’s disorder. I am the disorder. You may try to avoid me, but 
you will always find me. 

http://md-archives.com/articles/festival-of-war-and-remembrance.html?page=3
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Which principle am I? Run fast your host is awaiting for you. 
 
Answer: Entropy 
Fail: Consequence 1,3,5 for both.  [Kill + 60 mins ml + strongcurse lv 10] 
Key: Entropy- Chrysoberyl 
 
Job: Find MoC and message him the name of the five gems you just found and the answer to the 
following riddle. 
 
Some say he is kind, some say he is nice. Claiming building the Paper Cabin is his biggest lie.  Stealing all 
the gems he couldn’t resist.  
 
Once again a policy has been proved.  
 
Who is that Player? 
 
 
 
Fail: You lose. Kill + Jail + Strong Curse Level 10  
 
Complete  
 
MoC KEY 
 
Final Key: YOU ARE NOT ALONE WE ARE WATCHING 


